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AIM:
The aim of the experiment is to find out how the height of the curvature
of the top of a plane wing affects the lift.

HYPOTHESIS:

I predict that 30mm height will give the best lift because it has quite a bit
of height for the lift. Higher curvature might have too much turbulence
and the air won’t flow smoothly over the wing
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Steps:
1. Write up the aim, prediction and method.
2. Build the wind tunnel.
3. Make 10 wings adding 5mm to the height of the wing each time and
keeping the area of the wing the same.
4. Place the first wing in to the wind tunnel and turn on the fan
5. Measure the lift using the scales
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I researched how wings work and found there a few theories. The theory that
is most common is Bernoulli’s . Very simply, the wind travelling above the
wing has to go further because of the curvature of the top of the wing . As it
goes further it goes faster, causing it to have a lower pressure. The lower
pressure lifts the wing. The higher the wing, the faster the air will flow causing
greater lift until the point where the wing becomes a barrier causing
turbulence above the wing.
Lift also depends on the angle of attack of the wing. As air hits the wing it is
forced down. The air goes down and the wing goes up just as Newtons 3rd law
action and reaction predicts. There is the Coanda effect where air sticks to the
wing surface even though the pressure is low. The low pressure at the top of
the rear of the wing also causes lift.
(see https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aFO4PBolwFg).

In order to test the wings I had to keep the wings , the fan speed , the angle of
the wing and the frame the same and where the wing is placed in the wind
tunnel the same. Weight of the wings varied a bit but this was zeroed out on
the scales and made no difference to the experiment.
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LOG BOOK

Interest in planes
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Building model aero planes at home to understand flight
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Wednesday July 22nd - Sunday August 16th

We ordered the motor, propeller, and esc online from HobbyKing© Aus. I knew
what to order because I have been building a quad copter and model aero
planes.

My mum went to reverse garbage and the Perspex shop to get the materials
we needed for the wind tunnel. The propeller, motor and esc arrived by post.

I built the wind tunnel with the help of my mum and dad. We cut out Perspex
and glued them together with hot glue to make a box. We put aluminum along
the edges. My dad cut up plastic tubes to put into the wind tunnel to make
the air flow straight before it hit the wing. I laid them in and glued them with
hot glue.
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I started to put the motor together. We made an engine mount out of
aluminum angle and bolted and glued it on.
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We tested it and it worked well. My mum helped build the wings from balsa
wood.

Problems started when I tried to build a stand to hold the wing in place. I tried
poles through the wings so the wing could slide up and down. We would then
put weights on the top. But this didn’t work as the wing kept on jamming on
the poles and sides of the tunnel.

I tried to hold the wings in place with string going from the wings to the front
of the wind tunnel and supported them from the side. This also didn’t work
because the wings bounced around and weren’t stable. The angle of the wing
changed as it went up and down.
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We had thought about putting springs in the strings to measure the drag but
decided drag would be a new experiment.

I was nearly ready to give up but then my dad suggested we build a frame to
hold the wings and put them on a scale. This worked really well .The scales can
be zeroed and record the lift as negative weight.
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At home I tested all the wings starting with the smallest. We then tested the
wings again to make sure the results were correct.
Here is a lineup of the wings I tested
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RESULTS
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Writing down the results as we went
We looked at this as lift per square metre and compare it to the height to width ratio of the wings
tested.
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Discussion
The lift increased steadily as expected until we reached 35mm when it stopped
increasing and at 40 mm when it changed. The 40mm wing was unstable with
the lift on the scales moving around a lot and no lift being generated. Above
45mm the wings started to push down instead of lifting.
The airflow over the wings changed at around 40 mm as shown in the sketches
below.

Wings less than 40mm

The air flows smoothly over the wing. It pushes down on the front of the wing
a little bit but lifts up the back of the wing and also pushes up the bottom of
the wing because the wing is angled to the wind coming towards it. As the
height of the curve increases the lift increases as the wing gets sucked up into
the air going over the top
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Wings over 40mm

The air pushes the front of the wing down, there is some lift from underneath
but very little from the back of the wing to lift it back up as the air is turbulent.

Conclusion
The experiment showed that increasing the curvature of the wing increased
the lift up to a point where the curvature gets too high and instead of creating
lift it forces the wing down. The best lift was when the depth was about 25%
of the width of the wing.
I would like to go on to test the effect of the wind speed, the angle of attack
and also measure drag.
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